
Intermediate 3-5 Reading Continuum

LEGEND
Practicing to Independent Independent to Established Established to Analytical

(Third to Fourth Grades) (Fourth to Fifth Grades) (Beyond Intermediate)
Attitude Reads for a variety of purposes (i.e. pleasure, information) Reads independently for a range of purposes (i.e. pleasure, information) Is completely absorbed when reading for recreation

Decoding Selects own reading material according to purpose and may share or suggest books or resources to peers Is self-motivated to read for pleasure Reads texts for enjoyment and the pleasure of analysis

Fluency Identifies favorite genres or authors and provides a reason Selects texts to suit purpose and readability level Expands reading beyond favored authors or genres

Comprehension
Engages in discussing 'read alouds' continued over several weeks and can refer back to previous sections 
of the text

Avidly pursues a favorite author or genre Recommends books or authors to others and provides detailed reasons for the recommendation

Interpretation
Responds with empathy and sensitivity to stories read Recommends books or authors to others and provides reasons for the recommendation Empathizes with a variety of characters including those with different life experiences and/or non-

sympathetic characters

Uses knowledge of affixes to decode new words Actively participates in discussions of favorite books or authors Intonation of oral reading reflects personal interpretation of character or text

Uses multiple decoding strategies when reading new or challenging words Empathizes/Identifies with characters in fiction texts Reads and comprehends text that is abstract; removed from personal experience

Reads texts with confidence Uses knowledge of roots, affixes, or patterns when reading new or challenging words Provide salient details about plot and characterization in narrative texts when summarizing

Reads orally with fluency and expression Reads texts with confidence Recognizes and discusses the elements and purposes of text structures (e.g. story arc, characters, 
setting, resolution)

Uses knowledge of punctuation and phrasing to convey meaning Oral reading includes character voice and changes in intonation Reviews text to make connections between widely separated sections 

Demonstrates an ability to construct meaning through reading (i.e. comprehends text) Uses punctuation and phrasing to convey meaning Automatically employs a full range of comprehension strategies when constructing meaning from text

Synthesizes important literary elements (plot, characters etc) to write clear narrative summaries Demonstrates an ability to construct nuanced meaning through reading (i.e. comprehends text) Monitors understanding of text by asking self-generated questions and verifying answers within the text, 
through inferences and/or discussion

Narrative summaries include details about characters' feelings or thoughts Synthesizes important literary elements (plot, characters etc) to write concise and clear narrative 
summaries

When using multiple sources, identifies conflicting information 

Identifies the main topic of an informational text and provides supporting information and details Narrative summaries identify character growth Effectively applies research skills, (e.g. determining needs, extracting appropriate information from 
reliable print, digital, or expert sources)

Uses a variety of strategies to correct misreadings Identifies the main topic of an informational text and determines importance of supporting information 
and details

Communicates and analyzes ways that they have contructed meaning (metacognition)

Monitors understanding of text by asking self-generated questions and verifying answers within the text Uses strategies when reading to aid comprehension (e.g. self-correcting, re-reading, using context clues, 
etc.)

Recognizes and appreciates that authors manipulate language to clarify and enhance meaning

Makes a variety of connections to informational texts Monitors understanding of text by asking self-generated questions and verifying answers within the text 
or through logical inferences

Makes critical comparisons between fiction and non-fiction texts

Gathers and records information from print and online resources Makes connections between multiple sources of information Identifies and discusses character motivations and development throughout a story

Comments on peers' interpretation when discussing text and supports their thinking with evidence or 
logical reasoning

Applies basic research skills (e.g. identifying information needs and consulting appropriate source 
material, print and online)

Makes inferences based on implicit information and provides justifications through evidence for those 
inferences

Writes thoughtful reflections on texts read Communicates ways that they have contructed meaning (metacognition) Identifies and synthesizes own and others’ points of view

Prepares organized and logical responses to a text Makes specific, detailed comparisons between texts or sources Justifies own interpretation of texts

Uses text feature strategies to locate relevant information in non-fiction texts (e.g. index, glossary, table 
of contents)

Recognizes that characters can be overgeneralized or stereotyped Crafts written responses to reading that demonstrate nuanced reflections on characters, literary devices, 
or author choices

Makes specific, detailed comparisons between two or more texts read or viewed Makes inferences and predictions based on information explicit in the text and substantiates them with 
evidence from the text

Prepares organized, detailed, and insightful responses to a text

Discusses changes or growth in characters over the course of a text Makes inferences and predictions based on information that is implicit in the text and substantiates 
them with evidence from the text

Identifies and analyzes the use of literary devices and conventions of genre

Predictions indicate knowledge of literary devices or tropes Retells and discusses own interpretation of texts Compares self and own experiences with fictional characters to enrich understanding

Makes inferences about a text and substantiates them with evidence from experience Crafts written responses to reading that reflect on characters, plot elements, or author choices Communicates insights about texts during debates, discussion, or written reflection

Makes inferences about a text and substantiates them with evidence from the text Prepares organized, thoughtful, and detailed responses to a text Reads and comments critically on written material (e.g. news items, blog or other digital posts, magazine 
articles, etc.)

Provides an interpretation of an author's meaning in multiple genres (fiction/nonfiction) Recognizes literary devices that influence meaning (e.g. pleasing or displeasing facial characteristics) Engages willingly with others in discussion about interesting or difficult content

Interprets the most important part of a narrative piece and can provide reasons to support their analysis Comments on possible motivations for character actions Discusses an alternative reading of a text and offers possible reasons for varying interpretations

Crafts written responses to reading that reflect feelings about text. Identifies and explains changes in characters over the course of a fiction or biographical text Challenges and critiques texts by offering supporting evidence

Determines the reliability of non-fiction source material Reflects on and discusses issues and topics that have emerged while reading

Reflects critically on the ways authors represent people from different cultural or socioeconomic groups


